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I don’t see why the old and new
can’t complement each other.
Both can exist.
As long as we continue family values
in our community together,
that type of spirit we all once shared
can go on.
Ms. Edythe Ewald

Sheep Hill
Community Tree
A chain of people
who reflect common values
that form community

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Doug Kleffner

Barbara truly cares for this
neighborhood.
She lived here all her life.
I wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for her.
I can afford to own a house
as a single parent.
She helped make it happen.
Nancy Teel

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.

I admire Barky because he came from
humble beginnings and started his own
business in spite of all the odds.
Ms. Edythe Ewald

Barbara Abernathy
Doug Kleffner

Doug cares about
moving the community forward.
He is an advocate
for urban development.
Ms. Barbara Abernathy

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence

Marcellus Waller, Sr – grand dad (previous page)
Richard Waller, Sr – father (above)
Richard Waller, Jr – son (to right)
Richard Waller, Sr, Jr, and sons (next page)

He is carrying on with a fourth
generation of family jewelers.
That’s something special.
Barky

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Barbara Gordan
Joan Berryman
Rosa Owens
Loretha Taylor

Dr. Gordon Hancock served as reverend
for Moore St Baptist Church. Started
Double Duty Dollars, a system where
money was spent in the community to
better its economic status.

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Barbara Gordan
Annette Jackson

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Rosa Owens
Juanita Roane

Sister Owens works hard
to bridge the gap between
the church and the community.
She knows most of the
folks around here.
She’s the go-to person for those
particularly in her age group.
Reverend Lawrence

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Rosa Owens
Juanita Roane
Jerry Gaiters Sr.

Ms. Roane has a good heart
for the elderly.
She cares about other people.
Ms. Owens

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Loretha Taylor
Sister Wilson
Tim Coles

She reached out to the community
and church initiating their graduation
ceremony to be at the church.
It merited a more festive ceremony,
something the children deserve.
Reverend Lawrence

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Loretha Taylor
Sister Wilson
Haven Wilson

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Loretha Taylor
Tim Coles
Connie Kelly
Moretta Husband

I want to make sure people know
how great Carver is.
Tim and Sister Wilson help
make that happen.
They really give a lot to Carver and
other communities around the area.
Ms. Taylor

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Loretha Taylor
Tim Coles
Connie Kelly

Ms. Kelly is one of the few caucasians
in the school.
She is an itty-bitty white lady who has
a huge heart for people.
She has stated this is a mission of
ministry for her to teach at this school.
This is where she chooses to be.
Tim Coles

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Loretha Taylor
Sister Wilson
Haven Wilson
Myra McLauren

Haven and Myra both grew up
in the church and in the community.
They have great hearts for the children.
Tim Coles

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Loretha Taylor
Sister Wilson
Haven Wilson
Myra McLauren

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Loretha Taylor
Tim Coles
Moretta Husband

Ms. Husband is a quiet person.
You wouldn’t know she’s there.
She is much of the glue that holds
them together at the school.
Tim Coles

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Vanette Bigby
Marianne Barnhardt

Ms. Vivian knows the kids
and their parents.
She’s a good person to know
if you need someone’s number
in the area.
Ms. Berryman

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Vanette Bigby
Celine Crawley
Xaviar Woolridge

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Marianne Barnhardt
Steve Fannin
Stacey Talley
Saint Esther
James Satchell

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Vanette Bigby
Celine Crawley
Ms. Casey

Both Celine and Xaviar are
good role-models in the school.
They work hard and help others
to work hard as well.
You can tell they are good kids
at home too.
Ms. Barnhardt

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Vanette Bigby
Xaviar Woolridge
Ms. Casey

A boys and girls club is needed
here in Carver.
There’s no where to go
other than the school playground.
We could see our friends more
after school.
Xaviar + Celine

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Vanette Bigby
Celine Crawley
Ms. Casey
Danielle Baskerville
Mr. Morton

Our students need to see
more adults concerned about them,
whether its people stopping by
to volunteer or just visit.
Adults can help by keeping kids kids.
Ms. Casey

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Vanette Bigby
Celine Crawley
Ms. Casey
Danielle Baskerville

A few of our kids go to their
boys and girls club.
You can see a difference
in the kids after a visit with
Mr. Morton and Ms. Danielle.
They teach them values
on the playground.
Ms. Casey

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Vanette Bigby
Celine Crawley
Ms. Casey
Mr. Morton

Mr. Morton, yeh.
He keeps them straight alright.
And they look up to him
because he’s fair.
Ms. Danielle

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Marianne Barnhardt
Steve Fannin

Mr. Fannin has a big heart
for this community.
He requests to be here.
Ms. Barnhardt

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Marianne Barnhardt
Stacey Talley
Gloria Elam

She works on disciplining these kids.
It helps our teachers out
as well as the parents.
Ms. Barnhardt

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Marianne Barnhardt
Stacey Talley
Gloria Elam

I love the history here.
That’s why I bought a house and
live here along with my business.
I want to be a part of it.
Gloria

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Marianne Barnhardt
Saint Esther Quarles
Arlie Williams

She is a loving and caring person.
I got that vibe right when I first met her,
and she proved it.
She picked me up and took me
places I needed to go.
She brought gifts for my kids
during the holidays.
Ms. Williams

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Marianne Barnhardt
Saint Esther Quarles
Arlie Williams

I appreciate those who don’t
have much to give themselves
but are always willing to give.
Saint Esther

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Barbara Gordan
Annette Jackson
Theresa Massenburg

Ms. Jackson has three honor students
at Carver elementary. You will find her
volunteering at school most days.
Ms. Gordan
If you want to be a community leader,
you need to be visible in the community.
Ms. Annette Jackson

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Marianne Barnhardt
James Satchell
Susan Woods

I live by the motto that was written in
every room at the school by Mr. Moton
(my principal when I was a student)
“Carver expects the best of you always.”
James Satchell

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Marianne Barnhardt
James Satchell
Susan Woods
Nancy Teel

I love Carver’s history.
It needs to be preserved and taught
to others new to the area.
Ms. Woods

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Barbara Gordan
Annette Jackson
Theresa Massenburg

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Rosa Owens
Juanita Roane
Jerry Gaiters Sr.

Barbara Abernathy
Edythe Ewald (Nana)
Barksdale Haggins Sr. (Barky)
Richard Waller Jr.
Dr. Alonza Lawrence
Joan Berryman
Vivian Scott
Marianne Barnhardt
James Satchell
Susan Woods
Nancy Teel

If we have some events or activities
going on in the community,
she’s usually involved.
She keeps us informed.
Ms. Woods

The portraits of the Sheep Hill
community are taken by myself.
The remaining photographs
were collected from their wallets,
photo albums, and wall hangings.
They feel these images
represent their community
from past to present.

Through these people, I found many programs, organizations,
businesses, individuals and groups, that offer services
and invite residents to learn, support, and be involved
in their community.
Carver-VCU Partnership
Barbara Abernathy
1103 West Marshall Street
804 828-8850
email: bbaberna@vcu.edu

The Carver Promise
Casey Rogers
804 355-0209
email:
caseyrogers@hotmail.com

Office of Community Programs
Cathy Howard
920 West Franklin Street
804 828-8790
email: choward@vcu.edu

Assistant Principals
Carver Elementary
Marianne Barnhardt
Moretta Husband
804 780-6247

Richmond Behavior
Health Authority
Stacey Talley, counselor
107 South Fifth Street
804 819-4044

Social Worker
Richmond Public Schools
Esther Quarles
100 West Baker Street
804 780-4518

School Psychologist
Richmond Public Schools
Steve Fannin
301 North Ninth Street
804 780-7850

STEP
(Strategies To Elevate People)
Loretha Taylor
436 Calhoun Street
804 864-2028
email:
victoryreading@mindspring.com

CACIL
(Carver Area Civic
Improvement League)
meetings on last tuesday
of every month
Moore Street Baptist Church
1408 W. Leigh Street
A.C.O.R.N.
(Alliance to Conserve
Old Richmond)
804 422-2148
Richmond Redevelopment
& Housing Authority
804 780-4200
www.rrha.org
Boys & Girls Club
Calhoun Unit
Danielle Baskerville
408 North Robinson Street
804 225-0048

LOVE School
Myra McLauren
804 405-6990
Haven Wilson
804 321-0360
Barky Spiritual Store
Barky
18 East Broad Street
804 643-1987
Waller & Company
Jewelry
Richard Waller
19 East Broad Street
804 648-1044
DeBue
Hair dresser
Gloria Elam
417 Smith Street
804 782-2216
www.DeBueBeautySpa.com

An urban community is a fusion
of new and old that is constantly
changing. We understand better
the plight of a community through
raising awareness of its unique
history and visual character.
Linking individual and community
experiences offers an opportunity
for dialogue, especially as long-time
residents and their new neighbors
learn about their different pasts
and explore their common future.
Community building happens
from within, when many individuals
sharing common values create
positive change.

Sheep Hill
Community Building
Kim Fleischman
Virginia Commonwealth University
Communication Arts + Design
MFA 2004

I am inspired by people

through many impoverished

especially with a camera in

the University builds new

who are bound by a shared

urban neighborhoods. In my

my hand. One person who I

residential homes for students,

passion for their history,

first semester, I was assigned

spoke with briefly expressed

and puts into place other

place and community.

to visually explore one of them,

their frustrations that the

plans that change the Carver

A community is defined by

the Carver neighborhood in

neighborhood was once again

neighborhood. I was impressed

such things as race, religion,

central Richmond. I visited the

being exploited for its faults.

with her devotion to the com-

history, politics, economics,

neighborhood many times and

She had been a long-time

munity and her optimism for

fashion, language, values

took photographs of its visual

resident and had seen

the future of Carver and its

and beliefs. All these charac-

character, its condemned

both the good and the bad.

people. We discussed Carver’s

teristics have an impact on

homes, historical plaques, un-

I felt her empathy for her

unique history of being a

a community and how it

kept properties, deteriorating

community and her wish

cornerstone of the city. It was

structures itself in order to

historic architecture, stray

that others would see the

the first black neighborhood

live in a changing society.

dogs, weekly gatherings in

good in the neighborhood

in Richmond where African-

What binds people together

backyard alleys, and a small

as she has and still does.

Americans were business

and separates them from

park with beer cans and

others? What is their cultural

syringes. In those first few

In further researching Carver,

According to Ms. Abernathy,

identity? What are their

weeks, I felt I was not welcome.

I met Barbara Abernathy

“There was much pride in

historical roots? Where do

Neighbors would leave their

who heads the partnership

the neighborhood. We were

they come from? What are

porches and go inside as

with Carver and VCU, the

very self-sufficient. Everyone

their struggles?

I walked past their houses.

surrounding university.

knew each other. Neighbors

owners and home owners.

People were reluctant to

She introduced herself as

looked out for one another.

When I began my graduate

talk about their neighbor-

a long-time resident and

It was one big family.” She

school experience and moved

hood. They were skeptical of

spoke about her many efforts

also spoke about Carver’s

to Richmond, I often drove

my reasons for being there,

to help Carver survive as

struggles with changes of

landscape and desegregation,

This was the livelihood of

People are moving in and out.

people in Carver, to renew

the challenges of having

many black residents.

Its rich history and traditions

a sense of identity and home,

are being lost in the shuffle.

and to learn about their

many new and old residents
living together, and the cur-

There now exists a shift in

rent optimism due to recent

the visual character of the

The sense of community

rebirth and rebuilding. She

area: student housing, park-

needs to be revitalized so

introduced me to other Carver

ing decks, and model homes

the neighborhood and its

residents who shared the same

have arisen in recent years.

people can continue to exist

values and who are making a

Many residents who grew

and thrive as they once did.

significant contribution.

up in the neighborhood still

There are community pro-

community’s past, present,

live in the area because it

grams, church organizations,

Carver is an urban community

is where their parents still

and urban planning efforts

surviving by the efforts of

live and it’s where they have

that are helping to make

residents, workers, and

roots. Still, many new resi-

Carver a safe and thriving

friends who work hard to

dents are moving into Carver

neighborhood. Yet, many

keep it alive. It is now on its

through incentives of the

divisions exist within the

third generation of family

city that enable people to

community and residents

members. It was previously

afford buying renovated or

are increasingly becoming

named Sheep Hill because

newly built homes.

disconnected from their

it was where sheepherders

community.

walked their sheep to the

The character and cohesion of

slaughter houses up the hill.

this community have been put

This serves as the premise

It provided wool for clothing

to the test as the city continues

of my project: to break down

and meat for distribution.

to grow around and through it.

barriers and re-connect

and future goals.

How do you bring unity to a
neighborhood where people
don’t know each other? Kids are
afraid to play outside. Parents
are afraid for kids to play outside.
Increased traffic hinders a
safe place for kids to play.
The community is a melting pot
of college students, long-time
residents, and newcomers.

Building a community should

The goal of this project is to:

be an effort that comes from

1. establish a resource to

within. It needs to be intrinsi-

inform and acknowledge the

cally motivated and fueled.

efforts of members within

There is a need however to

the community; 2. to strength-

showcase the people working

en social connections within

to improve their communities

community; 3. to start a

and to convey what they stand

dialogue among community

for. This can serve to inspire

members about their com-

pride and to reveal common

mon values, beliefs and

values that bind a community

goals; 4. to target social

together. Newcomers can learn

problems; 5. to build a sense

about the community and help

of community and pride;

build pride in the neighbor-

6. to realize the importance

hood and gain respect for one

of contributions that neigh-

another. Readers can learn

borhoods make to society

from the individuals in this

as a whole; 7. to invite new-

project that we all have a role

comers to take part and

to play in our own communi-

support the established and

ties, thus inviting reflection on

evolving community; and 8. to

our own values, beliefs, and

acknowledge organizations

commitment to the place

with neighboring communities

we call home.

and university that provide
support for various needs.

Community Tree

community. I was then referred

community to make it a better

Polaroids

(living chain of nominations)

to others who were also posi-

place to live. Each shared

To document my interviews,

In this project, people

tive influences. The people

their convictions – what they

I took photos and recorded

were connected through a

of Carver became the main

stand for, what they hope will

conversations in my journal.

“Community Tree” – a living

focus of the study. Each in

change, and how they are

Each conversation contained

chain of people who care

their own way had a unique

inspired by others.

moments when the person

for Carver. It is a chain

relationship with the neigh-

of individuals who were

borhood. It was inspiring

The only criteria for my

thoughts and responded to

nominated by their friends

to hear their stories of the

following the references of

my questions. This moment

and neighbors as being

community and its history,

others was that each person

of reflections is what I wanted

positive influences. This

and to learn about their

resided in Carver or provided

to capture. To explore my

chain documents the various

personal and community-

assistance in some way

options, I initially used a

paths by which each person

based values. Spending time

that contributed to the neigh-

traditional 35 mm camera,

was nominated.

and listening to residents

borhood. Over the course

a digital camera, and a

granted me permission to

of three months, I met with

Polaroid. In staging my

The chain began with Barbara

enter into their community,

participants at their homes

shots, I was influenced by

Abernathy, the director of

to continue taking photo-

or places of business. The

the method of photographer

Carver-VCU Partnership and

graphs, and to meet many

end of the chain for this proj-

Leo Divendal. Divendal’s

long-time resident. She spoke

more individuals in the area

ect was determined when

approach consists in specifi-

about her experiences and

that are inspiring change.

people began to refer others

cally not directing subjects

led me to two other people,

During the interviews of

who were already recognized

but in waiting and looking

Edythe Ewald and Doug

these people, we spoke about

and part of my record.

for chance opportunities.1

Kleffner, whom she felt had

the neighborhood and how

My aim was to find a medium

a strong presence in the

each person interacts in the

that allowed a common

reflected on his or her

person to be represented,

doing. This sparked a great

day of our meeting and to

thriving community through

without the distractions

dialogue about the community –

put down notes taken from

its struggles and triumphs;

of large lenses, filters, or

who was where and who

our conversation that encap-

its family-owned businesses;

flashes. I was interested to

was doing what. Many of the

sulated values and needs in

its local convenient stores

capture the honesty in the

people I photographed were

the community.

with quality products; its cub

person and the exact moment

people with whom some of

when they saw value within

my contacts had lost touch.

Collecting objects of value

homes with signs of being

themselves as we discussed

Many were new residents with

To enrich my documentation

rebuilt; its clothes hanging in

their community. The Polaroid

unfamiliar faces. Through this

of the Carver neighborhood,

backyards; its activities that

proved to be valuable in

dialogue, we were able to

I also began collecting

involve the elementary school,

accomplishing this task for

really dive into issues relevant

artifacts from people within

church, and the University;

it was a familiar tool to

to Carver and take a look at

the chain – mostly snapshots

and its community efforts to

them and did not cause

individuals who make up

from their family albums.

clean up the streets.

intimidation.

the fabric of the community.

As we spoke about their

scout packs; its dilapidated

The photographs broke down

experiences, the family album

A community book

Once I was immersed in

barriers and a sense of alien-

was at times the center focus.

This book is an effort to build

the project, the Polaroid was

ation and eased the thought of

They found pride in their

upon the positive outcomes

useful in a way I did not

connecting with new neighbors.

neighborhood as they

that already exist and to be a

expect. As I met each person,

They also helped me earn

reminisced. I include these

point of inspiration for all

he or she asked to see the

people’s trust that my inten-

personal photos in the

ages. The proportions of the

Polaroids taken of others.

tions were for the good of

book to show the roots of

Polaroid photograph deter-

They were curious to see

the community. Later in the

Carver and its unique visual

mined the size of the book.

others in their neighborhood

process, I used the back of

character. These historic

A bound hard cover book is

and to know what they were

the Polaroid to record the

and recent photos show a

being proposed with enough

copies to circulate among

book lady” on more than one

this book was both about and

to more residents and to the

places of community access,

occasion. I was pleased with

for them. These meetings

general population. Their reac-

the library in the community

this because it told me that

provided an opportunity to

tions were very positive. More

center, the kindergarten

people were talking to one

discuss the function of the

interest was generated and

classrooms at G.W. Carver

another. The chain connected

book, its aesthetic qualities,

many more people wanted a

Elementary, residents of

old and new neighbors.

and how it communicated.

book for themselves. I started

Carver, and others who

The polaroids were effective

It was nice to see Barbara

a sign-up sheet where people

may be interested in the

in capturing the informal

excited about the project and

could reserve a copy. To have

project. Pages are left blank

nature of the conversations,

to hear her use terminology

this book printed, I am looking

to encourage others who

as well as aiding in dialogue

from our discussions in

into grants that support com-

may have been missed in the

and building trust within the

meetings with others.

munity development projects

chain to tell their experiences

community. Collecting things

I felt our relationship was

as well as to fund raising

and to also leave room for

of value from the community

continually positive and

efforts at community events.

others to continue the

educated me and others on

mutually educational.

chain as the neighborhood

Carver’s past history and its

continues to evolve.

recent changes. Including

Many of the participants

the past also gave readers

expressed their interest in

The entire process was a

a sense of optimism for the

wanting a copy of this book.

collaborative effort for a

future. I have met many times

City officials and community

greater cause. A few weeks

with Barbara Abernathy and

programs within the University

into meeting many residents,

her team for feedback and

and Richmond area have also

my project and I were well

collaboration in the design

shown much enthusiasm. I

known in the community.

of the book. It was important

attended the Carver Health

I was referred to as the “chain

for them to be involved as

Fair to introduce my project

There is a need for change,
a sense of community, and a
renewed sense of belonging in
many decaying neighborhoods
throughout our society. Within
many of these communities
positive influences can be found.
When you become a part of
something, you can affect change.

Outstanding members of

By rebuilding a sense of

the Carver community – old

community, my goal is to have

and new residents, the youth

this project reveal common

and the elders, black and

values that help motivate the

white – inspire this change.

community to know their

These people are icons for

neighbor and work together

troubled communities. They

to initiate change. I would like

emanate positive energy in

to encourage people to find

their community. It is my

value within each other to

hope that this group of resi-

affect growth and revitaliza-

dents will inspire others to

tion. It is my hope that other

experience this same fulfilling

visual communicators will

connection and to see value

be inspired to investigate how

within themselves.

they can contribute to society
and inspire positive transfor-

This study investigates com-

mation. Visual communicators

munity building as an effort to

can be problem-seekers as

strengthen social connections

well as problem-solvers. We

among communities and build

can define social needs, go

upon common values to pro-

into neighborhoods and bring

mote common goals. I am

people together. This project

providing a voice for individuals

allowed me to explore a com-

and showcasing their contribu-

munity and to become educated

tions to the community.

about community building,

and to discover what makes for

There are many neighbor-

a self-sustaining community

hoods like Carver that exist

struggling with the challenge

throughout the country. A book

of urban growth.

of their own positive outcomes
could be something every

In this project, I found that
public values and goals
shared within a community
transcend personal differences. Linking newcomers
with longtime residents
helped to bridge the gap of
not knowing your neighbors.
A sense of community was
aided by breaking down these
barriers as neighbors were
introduced to each other.
Sharing personal photos and
stories of people interacting
with the community allow
pride and optimism to
emerge and be recognized.

neighborhood needs.

Influences
Carver-VCU Partnership.
(www.vcu.edu/ocp)
During the summer of 1996,
Ms. Barbara Abernathy,
president of the Carver Area
Civic Improvement League
(CACIL), and Dr. Eugene
Trani, president of Virginia
Commonwealth University,
pledged to create a partnership between the Carver
community and the University
that would pursue the goal
of creating a safe and nurturing community for everyone
who lives, works and studies
in the area. Rather than
viewing the shared physical
boundary of Broad Street as
a dividing line between VCU
and the Carver community,
they agreed that a collaboration could be established that

would have far-reaching,
positive outcomes for the
neighborhood, the University
and the city of Richmond.2
This organization helped
provide me with a positive
connection to the community,
as well as a resource to learn
of its history and current
struggles. This creative
project is an extension of
the partnership’s mission –
to provide a resource that
showcases positive outcomes
of the neighborhood.
The National Community
Building Network
(www.ncbn.org).
I wanted to explore and
understand the changing
cultural, economic, and
physical landscapes of a local
community. I researched

community partners such

(www.ncbn.org). From here I

families; 4. local doctors;

have passed and are kept

as nonprofit organizations,

was able to link to many case

5. medical facilities; 6. pre-

alive only in one’s memory.

schools, city government

studies and locations across

served cultural traditions; 7.

He is known for his use of

and neighborhood centers

the nation where neighbor-

community events; 8. jobs and

old photographs and other

that provide aid within the

hoods are sharing boundaries

businesses; 9. customer loyalty;

discarded items to invoke

community. Carver is in a

with universities. It helped to

10. public transportation; 11.

strong memories of the

unique situation because it

form the premise of my

education; 12. sidewalks; 13.

Holocaust and of death in

shares boundaries with a

project with Carver.

water; 14. a community center;

general. He claims that for

15. a church; 16. a boys and

those who share similar cul-

girls club; 17. respect for prop-

tural backgrounds, certain

university. Therefore, a great
support system is readily

Having researched community

available (and in another

building and what is truly

erty; 18. social workers; 19.

images trigger collective

sense a great divide). In my

involved being part of a com-

committees run by neighbors;

memories... photography is

research, I came across a

munity, I became aware

20. remove of debris and

a futile attempt to preserve

term that is being discussed

of details often overlooked

pests; 21. traffic control;

life.3 I enjoy Boltanski’s work

and practiced in many chal-

in understanding what is

22. signs; 23. streetlights;

because of his approach in

lenging environments –

needed for a community to

24. police.

reusing photographs, arti-

community building. One

exist. I formed a list that

organization in particular

was generated collectively

Grumpert, Lynn.

etc., to present a tribute to

identifies many aspects of

from the participants of this

Christian Boltanski.

a certain event. This helps

this phenomenon to help

project and from my research

Flammarion, 1994.

us better understand those

facts, newspaper clippings,

explain and bring awareness

into community building.

Boltanski literally re-draws

individuals being depicted

to the complexity of community

A community needs: 1. a safe

the past using all types of

and also evokes a personal

building – The National

neighborhood; 2. familiarity

found objects and artifacts.

experience from the audience.

Community Building Network

between neighbors; 3. healthy

He recalls life-stories that

“Neal Slavin.” DeCordova

viduals who comprise the

the use of the camera and

Divendal.

Collects Photographs:

group. Body language, facial

incorporates creative writing

Amsterdam, 1997.

Recent Acquisitions.

expressions and hierarchical

to address issues of race

This book incorporates

(http://www.decordova.org/d

positioning all contribute to

within a diverse population.

Divandal’s black and white

ecordova/exhibit/collects/sla

our understanding of each

Through a grant from CDS,

photographs of people

vin.html) 1996.

person’s role within the group

she is currently involved with

from the Holocaust and

The formal, posed portraits

as well as the overall dynamics

the kids at Carver Elementary

shows the places that are

which constitute Neal Slavin’s

that govern it.4 Slavin’s work

taking their portraits with

significant to them and to

“Groups in America” portfolio

informs my project because of

objects of their choice that

the event. He displays these

are pictorial anthologies of

his interest in people who

have special value. These

images in a visual system

American social and profes-

share a common bond, and

portraits, coupled with writing

that allows the viewer to

sional organizations in the

how he presents that bond

done by kids, will be printed

make connections while

1970’s. With controlled light-

through a visual system.

on banners and hung on

they travel through the book.

ing, deliberate staging and a

This work influenced my

format reminiscent of class

Wendy Ewald

and VCU. I have been in con-

project by showing me the

portraits, Slavin explores

Wendy Ewald is a director

tact with Wendy to discuss

need to develop a system

such issues as identity and

of the program, Literacy

our projects and those issues

that connected Carver partici-

group dynamics. Clothing,

Through Photography,

relevant to Carver and the

pants to each other and to

banners and decor are all uti-

housed at the Center for

kids. She has been an inspira-

lized to signify shared identity.

Documentary Studies (CDS)

tion to my involvement with

In photographs such as The

at Duke University in Durham,

Carver community.

Divendal, Leo.

their community.

buildings throughout Carver

Wheelmen, Swarthmore, PA

North Carolina. She is a

and Holland Tunnel, NY we

photographer who teaches

learn something of the indi-

children in public schools

Annotated Bibliography

Art21/PBS, 2003.
(http://www.pbs.org
/art21/index.html)
(20 March 2004).
This website is a companion
to the PBS television series

Art:21 and provides indepth
information on many artists
and their processes. There
are eight different themes.
Themes of place and identity
were valuable to my study
of community.

Art 180, 2004.
(http://www.art180.org)
(21 March 2004).
This website exhibits various
projects that engage children
from challenged homes to
explore art as a medium
of self-expression and the
promotion of positive change.

Art180 is an outreach program

a system to archive each object

artists have created using

for surrounding neighborhoods

and its story of existence. This

photography, film/video,

of Richmond, Virginia.

was useful as I explored a sys-

audio, and narrative writing

tem for my creative project.

to address social issues

Bachelard, Gaston.

among various communities.

The Poetics of Space.

Christian Boltanski. Kaddish.

I found their use of materials

New York: Orion Press, 1964.

Munchen, Gina Kehayoff

and tools inspirational as

This book explores how our

Verlang, 1998.

I explored the medium for

perceptions of houses and

This oversize and thick

my study.

other shelters shape our

book contains an extensive

thoughts, memories, and

collection of black and

Creative Capital, 2001.

dreams. It was useful as I

white photographs, images

(http://www.creative-

formed ideas about specific

of people and objects that

capital.org)

places in Carver and its

have value to the author.

(20 March 2004).

connection to the community.

I found Boltanski’s method

This website highlights artists

of preserving and composing

who have earned grants from

these photographs inspiring.

this nonprofit organization,

Benes, Barton Lidice.

Curiosa: Celebrity Relics,

Creative Capital. Many of their

Historical Fossils, & Other

Community Documentary

projects were inspirational

Metamorphic Rubbish.

Studies, 2004.

as I approached my study

Harry N. Abrams Inc.,

(http://cds.aas.duke.edu

of community.

New York, 2002.

/index.html) (20 March 2004).

This book contains relics

This website presents

that Barton collects. He creates

documentary work that

Divendal, Leo. Divendal.

within our environments.

identity and our present

houses built in poor areas of

Amsterdam, 1997.

Projects that help sustain a

existence.

Alabama. The Rural Studio

This book is a collection of

community were inspirational

portraits with sequential pho-

as I approached my study.

Leach, Edmund.

of the community within the

Culture and Communication:

community's own context, not

of value to the subject. I am

Grumpert, Lynn. Christian

The logic by which symbols

from outside it.5

interested in how places and

Boltanski. Flammarion, 1994.

are connected.

events are linked to people

This book is a retrospective

Cambridge University

National Community Building

and our understanding of that

of Boltanski’s work and

Press, 1976.

Network, 2003.

person. Divendal creates a

installations. I was interested

This book explains tasks of

(http://www.ncbn.org)

system within the book that

in the author’s description

an anthropologist. It describes

(20 March 2004).

connects his portraits with

of Boltanski’s process to

characteristics of interactions

This website addresses topics

places. This was useful as

preserve the past through

among social groups who

that relate specifically to

I explored a system for my

growing awareness of the

share the same language and

community building. It serves

creative project.

significance of artifacts

background through symbol-

as background information in

depicting everyday life. It

ism and metaphor. It serves as

my study of community.

Greensense, 2000.

poses the question of what

background information for my

(http://www.greensense.com

could be learned about

study of people interacting

Papanek, Victor.

/GR_MOD.HTML)

individuals from their be-

within a community.

Design for the Real World.

(20 March 2004).

longings. I am particularly

This website is an effort

interested in the display of

Mockbee, Samuel

Van Nostrand Reinhold

to educate and encourage

photography and use of

Rural Studio

Company, 1984.

people to conserve. It

objects as a statement for

(http://www.ruralstudio.com)

This book makes the case

addresses sustainability

recalling our past, our

This website showcases the

that understanding a culture

tographs of places that are

seeks solutions to the needs

(second edition)

and its value is a primary

Walker, Kara.

responsibility of the designer.

(http://www.moma.org/onlin

I found his argument inspiring

eprojects/conversations/kw_

as I researched social issues

f.html) (21 March 2004).

within communities of need.

The recorded conversation
of Walker’s work was helpful

Pentagram. Rethinking

in learning about issues of

Design Number Five:

identity in a black community.

The Visual Language of

I enjoy Walker’s approach

Subcultures. “Something in

to storytelling using simple

Common. The Group

black cutouts to explain

Photography of Neal Slavin.”

complicated myths of being

Mohawk Paper Mills, 1999.

black during segregation

Slavin’s photographs capture

in the south.

the informalness of people
engaged in group activities.
I am especially interested in
the idea of a group – how
people come together, what
they look like, what they
do together. The group as a
statement of fellowship has
been influential in my project.

Notes
1 Divendal, Leo. Divendal. Amsterdam, 1997.
2 Carver-VCU Partnership. (www.vcu.edu/ocp) (29 Sept 2003).
3 Grumpert, Lynn. Christian Boltanski. Flammarion, 1994.
4 “Neal Slavin.” DeCordova Collects Photographs: Recent
Acquisitions. (http://www.decordova.org/decordova/exhibit/
collects/slavin.html) 1996.
5 Mockbee, Samuel. Rural Studio. (http://www.ruralstudio.com)
Design: Kim Fleischman 2004
Thank you to all the contributors.
I am inspired by your dedication to your community.

